HILTON
Sofa range

THE STORY
The Hilton’s Italian-inspired contemporary design
makes it one of Freedom’s best selling styles. Its
slim profile seat cushions, spaced back cushions
and solid-cast stiletto legs all contribute to the
sleek, stylish overall look. The Hilton has special
Quiltec foam in the seats that allows a shallow
cushion without compromising on comfort.

MATERIALS
Solid timber frame with timber composites.
Foam core seat with a loose fibre back and die
cast solid aluminium legs.
Highly resilient Pirelli webbing.
FABRICS & COLOURS
Available in black pepper and nutmeg Attache
fabric. 100% polyester.
Available in cloud and granite Talent fabric.
91% polyester & 9% acrylic.
Available in coal, cocoa and pewter Esquire
fabric. 100% polyester.

2.5 seat sofa

3 seat sofa

2.5 seat modular LAF

w 195 d 102 h 87

w 230 d 102 h 87

w 182 d 102 h 87

2.5 seat modular RAF

Chaise modular LAF

Chaise modular RAF

w 182 d 102 h 87

w 108 d 156 h 87

w 108 d 156 h 87

*Note: measurements are in centimeters and are approximate only.
Explanation: LAF and RAF: Left Arm Facing and Right Arm Facing; as you stand in front of the sofa the arm will be on either the left or
right side of the modular component. Please refer to website for care instructions: www.freedom.com.au
While we aim to ensure that the information on this tearsheet is correct at the time of printing, it is sometimes neccessary for changes
to be made to product specifications. To avoid dissapointment, we suggest that you obtain confirmation of product specifications and
availability with your Freedom Salesperson before placing your order.

Configurations
290cm

364cm

102cm

2.5 seat modular LAF &
2.5 seat modular RAF

156cm

2.5 seat modular LAF &
chaise modular RAF

290cm

156cm

2.5 seat modular RAF &
chaise modular LAF

*Note: measurements are in centimeters and are approximate only.
Explanation: LAF and RAF: Left Arm Facing and Right Arm Facing; as you stand in front of the sofa the arm will be on either the left or
right side of the modular component. Please refer to website for care instructions: www.freedom.com.au
While we aim to ensure that the information on this tearsheet is correct at the time of printing, it is sometimes neccessary for changes
to be made to product specifications. To avoid dissapointment, we suggest that you obtain confirmation of product specifications and
availability with your Freedom Salesperson before placing your order.

